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About This Game

What is it about?

Darkness fell upon the world. Dark portals appear throughout the land. It is up to the knights to protect their kingdom and stop
evil from spreading and taking over the world.

Expand your castle, hire an army and destroy the dark portals.

Game mechanics

Prepare your units for battle by choosing the skills they master and equipment they wield! The main map has lots of possible
random encounters and events that you can participate in.

Engage the evil enemy in turn based battles and show who's the real owner of the land!

After one map has been completed - the game state is saved and player can choose the permanent perks (getting more resources
from some events, unlocking new units, etc) before the next map is started.

There are 5 bosses, but you won't be able to easily defeat them unless you participate in side-encounters that will allow you to
make your army larger.
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Micromanage units by selecting what skills to train on them and what equipment to use

Units get better at the chosen skills after they use them

Turn-based battles with up to 16 units at once

Over 25 unique unit types, more than 60 abilities total

Hire heroes that give bonuses to your units and can be revived after death

Unlock new map events as you progress in the game

XML format items, easily editable and open for modifications
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Title: Blades of the Righteous
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Vladimir Slav, Coldwild Games
Publisher:
Vladimir Slav, Coldwild Games
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 
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blades of the righteous. blade of the righteous uo

works great, used many times!! great for a os with fresh install of windows 10. 9/10. Damntzione. This game has the most
shades of brown. Between average to a solid point and click adventure game. Gameplay is not bad. The down side is the lip
sync. Mad Orange has done a great job. Fans of adventure games would find this interesting. The price for this game should be
lower by now (since the original release date). Maybe $10.? Overall... 8\/10.. It's a gallery shooter. I am not fond of gallery
shooters. And it isn't on rails, but rooted in place. Waves of enemies in various environments, shoot boxes to unlock weapons
and equipment while you play through story. Survival is resource based, but you don't own it once you purchase. It has to be
purchased per round, so that sweet Desert Eagle is only for one round.

There are other games that are much more rigorous with gun mechanics and depend much more on dexterity to reload, which I
find more satisfying, but the shooting is good and works well. Every critter has a "method" so... besides getting generally
overwhelmed, you will have a fairly predictable experience just by keeping an ear out. That should tell you that the sound
dynamics are also good. They use surround very well.

I wanted more: mobility, tasks, "reasons", whatever. I find waiting for critters to come to me a tad tedious. I am looking for a
Silent Hill-like experience with some gunplay... and while the environments play into that, it's ... still just a gallery shooter. I
hesitate to give it a negative review because it's just not my style of game, but since I have to? :( Sorry.. not polished enough,no
one online, bad AI, way better shooters out their, not worth time or money shame this was on my wish list.. 
twitch.tv\/greektheory i hope the best for this game is awesome guys. i loved this game
rip. I love the twunk and how he exposes the idol industry. I own the game since day two! I played but it had too many bugs.
After the update I see a huge improvements! The optimization is pretty darn good, no frame drops no enemy glitches and the
levels load smoothly. I like the "skip" button on the cinematics, saves you time! The aiming is much better. The objectives is a
must have in these games and the devs listened. The crates where you get ammo and other items is a life savior in some
situation! Overall I am very happy with the game !!. Great feel to it. i loved flying headlong into a fleet with flak and fighters
everywhere. hidden gem
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It's a pretty decent Beat 'em up that's worth its base price of $2, but it begins to feel kind of repetetive towards the end. This
game's art style and character design are pretty neat, but I wish that there was a larger variety of enemies. 8\/10 like comment
and subscribe. This is a great puzzle game about typing in commands into a terminal and sometimes use the internet to solves
your puzzles. Also great AI much more horrible than GLaDOS.. This game is really good a little harder on mac but still great I
have a X box 1 with IW and Bo3 so it feels nice to be holding the thunder gun again and buying the MP40 of the wall. I wuld
reccomend this to any COD player that likes a challenging yet fun throwback to the good old days. :). Good for early access.
Has a lot of potential for teaching computer coding fundamentals. Does absolutely need work, but that's what you are buying
when you buy early access.. This game is pure perfection. The only thing it needs is more tracks or a beatmap creator.. This
game is quite funny unintentionally . Poor translation aside, it looks and plays like a bad mobile knock off of an old resident
evil.

Improved Framerate:
Today, both WILOO and Sokoban Land DX were updated.
With this update, FPS should be improved on some Graphic Cards,
specially running on Windows 10.. Update v1.0.0.2 Available:
In this version, music on/off option is saved on your save file, then, if you turn off sounds and exit the game, the musics and
sounds will be turned off in your next session.

Some new cool musics were also added :)
There is some other minor improvements too.

Thank you guys for all your feedback and support!. WILOO is available on Steam:
WILOO, a 2D side-scrolling platformer inspired mainly on 8/16 bits eras with Graphics and Sounds updated, is now available
on Steam.

Help WILOO save his buddy from Dr. ETvaldo.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/673010/WILOO/. Movement Speed Option Added:
The update v1.0.0.3 can be downloaded right now.
For this version the movement speed can now be changed at any time, on "Options" and "Pause" menus. By default it's on
"Normal" speed, and you can change for "Slow" (-1/2 movement speed) or "Fast" (+3x movement speed).

Thank you guys for your feedbacks and support :). Sokoban Land DX is now available on Steam:
Sokoban Land DX is now available on Steam with a launch discount of 10%. Hope you enjoy the game guys :). Sokoban Land
DX Milo's Quest - First Alpha Gameplay:
So here it is,
the first Milo's Quest alpha gameplay trailer
It's a 2D top-down puzzle/adventure

Coming in 2019 initially for Windows PC

https://youtu.be/QBp8M3e0iC4
. Update v1.0.0.7:
Hello everyone,

There is a new update for Sokoban Land DX that brings some optimizations to the game, so more PC's may run the game at a
higher FPS.. Free DLC: Sokoban Land DX - PaperToys:
Hi guys,
After downloading the game, please, make sure to download also the "Sokoban Land DX - PaperToy" its free!

If you already download it, don't forget to see the "EXTRAS" folder inside your Sokoban Land DX install directory ;)

After that, you will only need, a printer, scissors and some patience to build your very own Sokoban characters in PaperToy!
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